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Abstract
The signature of wind patterns caused by the interplay of rotation and energy redistribution in hot Jupiters is
detectable at high spectral resolution, yet no direct comparison has been attempted between predictions from general
circulation models (GCMs) and observed high-resolution spectra. We present the first of such comparisons on near-
infrared transmission spectra of the hot Jupiter HD 189733b. Exploring twelve rotation rates and two chemical regimes,
we have created model spectra from 3-D GCMs and cross-correlated them with the observed spectra. Comparing our
models against those of HD 189733b, we obtain three key results: (1) we confirm CO and H2O in the planet’s
atmosphere at a detection significance of 8.2σ; (2) we recover the signature of ∼km/s day-to-night winds at ∼mbar
pressures; and (3) we constrain the rotation period of the planet to between 1.2 and 4.69 days (synchronous rotation
(2.2 days) remains consistent with existing observations). Our results do not suffer from the shortcomings of 1-D
models as cross correlation templates – mainly that these models tend to over-constrain the slower rotation rates and
show evidence for anomalous blue shifts. Our 3-D models instead match the observed line-of-sight velocity of this
planet by self-consistently including the effects of high-altitude day-to-night winds. Overall, we find a high degree of
consistency between HD 189733b observations and our GCM-based spectra, implying that the physics and chemistry
are adequately described in current 3-D forward models for the purpose of interpreting observations at high spectral
resolution.
Keywords: hydrodynamics—radiative transfer—planets and satellites: atmospheres—planets and
satellites: gaseous planetsa
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1. INTRODUCTION
Within the last decade, the characterization of ex-
oplanet atmospheres has been significantly enhanced
by the development of ground-based measurements us-
ing high-resolution spectroscopy (HRS, R ∼ 25, 000 −
100, 000). This powerful tool separates the planet and
stellar spectra via the Doppler shift induced by the
planet’s orbital motion (for close-in planets), or through
spatial isolation enabled by high contrast imaging (for
wide-orbit planets); see Birkby (2018) for a recent re-
view. In addition to enabling chemical and physical
characterization of exoplanet atmospheres, those mea-
surements at the highest resolution (R ∼ 100, 000) are
also sensitive to distortions in the planetary lines due
to high-speed winds and/or global rotation (Miller-
Ricci Kempton & Rauscher 2012; Showman et al.
2013; Kempton et al. 2014; Rauscher & Kempton 2014;
Zhang et al. 2017). In the very first demonstration
of the HRS method, Snellen et al. (2010) marginally
detected an overall blue-shift of −2 ± 1 km s−1 in the
VLT/CRIRES transmission spectrum of the hot Jupiter
HD 209458b, which was tentatively interpreted as due
to high-altitude winds flowing across the planet ter-
minator, from day to night. A few years later, line
broadening in VLT/CRIRES spectra of wide-orbit com-
panions was used to infer the fast rotational velocity
(vrot = 25 ± 3 km s−1) of β Pictoris b (Snellen et al.
2014) and the much slower rotation (vrot = 5 ± 1 km
s−1) of GQ Lupi b (Schwarz et al. 2016).
The close-in hot Jupiters are expected to have been
tidally locked into synchronous rotation, meaning the
rotation and orbital periods are equal, with character-
istic values of a few days. This corresponds to ex-
pected rotational velocities of a few km s−1, which is
the same order of magnitude as our expectations for
wind speeds on these planets (e.g., Showman & Guillot
2002). Beyond the tentative wind detection reported in
Snellen et al. (2010), Louden & Wheatley (2015) stud-
ied the transmission spectrum of another hot Jupiter
(HD 189733b) and attempted to model the radial ve-
locities of the leading and trailing parts of the planet
terminator separately. They detected an overall blue
shift of −1.9+0.7−0.6 km s−1 and a significant velocity differ-
ence between the trailing and leading limbs. Under the
hypothesis of rigid-body rotation, the latter was inter-
preted as indicative of equatorial wind speeds exceeding
the pure rotational regime. Atmospheric motion of this
planet was also independently detected in the infrared
by Brogi et al. (2016) via VLT/CRIRES observations.
The strong H2O + CO absorption (7.6σ), was found
to be broadened significantly and well modelled with a
global blueshift of −1.7+1.1−1.2 km s−1 and a planet’s ro-
tational velocity compatible with synchronous rotation,
while rotational periods faster than one day were con-
fidently (> 3σ) excluded. These two studies apply a
very different parametrization of the velocity field of the
planet terminator, however they both draw conclusions
about planetary winds by interpreting measured radial
velocities under the simplified hypothesis of rigid rota-
tion. Given their exploratory nature, there is no attempt
of modelling the interplay between rotation and devel-
opment of large scale atmospheric dynamics from first
principles (e.g. by solving the relevant physical equa-
tions).
One key aspect of the HRS method is that it ex-
tracts the planetary signal via cross correlation of the
data with atmospheric models, with the strength of
the cross-correlation function indicating the degree of
match between model and data. All previous inferences
on planetary winds and rotation were obtained by cross-
correlating data with spectra from one-dimensional
models, with the planetary lines allowed to broaden
and/or shift based on some simple parameters (e.g.
a simple Doppler shift for day-to-night winds and/or
Doppler broadening from solid body rotational veloci-
ties). However, treating these shifts and broadenings as
effects that can be independently parameterized over-
simplifies the complex physical reality of the atmo-
sphere, where the planet’s wind pattern is fundamen-
tally shaped by the planet’s rotation rate; the Coriolis
force is one of the main balancing forces in global at-
mospheric dynamics. The planet’s true atmospheric
Doppler signature will be from a complex combination
of the multi-dimensional wind field and global rotation
rate.
For the first time, we present an analysis of high-
resolution data in which we use modeled spectra for
the cross-correlation, where the spectra come from the
results of a suite of three-dimensional general circu-
lation models (GCMs), directly predicting the atmo-
spheric velocity field for different rotation rates. We suc-
cessfully use these template spectra to constrain winds
and rotation of the planet HD 189733b, reanalyzing the
VLT/CRIRES high-resolution transmission spectra pre-
sented in Brogi et al. (2016).
In Section 2 we describe the setup of the GCM used to
predict the three dimensional atmospheric structure and
the radiative transfer model used to calculate transmis-
sion spectra with Doppler shifts and broadenings. We
then present the results from each modeling component
in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. In Section 4 we then describe
the observations of HD 189733b that are used in our
analysis, cross-correlating the data with models in Sec-
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tion 5. Finally, we discuss our results and summarize
the most salient points in Section 6.
2. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING METHODS
In this study we use a General Circulation Model
(GCM) that solves a standard set of simplified fluid dy-
namics and radiative transfer equations to simulate the
three-dimensional atmospheric temperature and wind
structure for the hot Jupiter HD 189733b. Specifically,
we use the GCM from Rauscher & Menou (2012), which
solves the primitive equations of meteorology and uses
two-stream double-gray radiative transfer. We calcu-
late a set of twelve models with rotation periods ranging
from 1.08 to 18.1 days, including one at the synchronous
rotation period of 2.22 days (see Table 1). This is a sig-
nificant expansion of our initial study of three rotation
cases (two non-synchronous and the synchronous case)
of HD 189733b (Rauscher & Kempton 2014), and we
have also updated the planet’s radius and gravity, based
on recent interferometric observations that better mea-
sure the star’s radius (Boyajian et al. 2014). The system
parameters used are shown in Table 2. As in Rauscher &
Kempton (2014), we use 45 vertical levels, evenly spaced
in log pressure from 100 bar to 10 microbar and a hor-
izontal resolution of T31, corresponding to ∼ 4 degrees
in latitude and longitude, which we showed as sufficient
to resolve the atmospheric flow. The resolution element
is much smaller than the Rossby deformation radius of
even our most quickly rotating model. We initialize each
model from rest (zero winds) and run for 2000 planet or-
bits, by which point all of the higher (observable) levels
of the atmosphere reach a steady state.
Table 1. Suite of 3D Circulation Models
Rotation vrotation Max. vwind at Max. vwind at
Period at equator IR photosphere 0.1 mbar
(days) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s)
18.1 0.349 4.411 5.722
7.45 0.849 5.165 7.077
4.69 1.349 7.953 9.491
3.42 1.849 6.363 6.926
2.69 2.349 5.342 6.147
2.22 2.849 4.303 5.148
1.89 3.349 4.081 4.857
1.64 3.849 3.376 4.058
1.45 4.349 3.159 4.550
Table 1 continued
Table 1 (continued)
Rotation vrotation Max. vwind at Max. vwind at
Period at equator IR photosphere 0.1 mbar
(days) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s)
1.30 4.849 2.756 4.458
1.18 5.349 2.474 3.744
1.08 5.849 1.154 2.857
Synchronous rotation case in bold. Wind speeds are calculated
within the rotating frame of the planet and are from the in-
frared photosphere (130 mbar) and 0.1 mbar pressure levels,
representative of the heights probed by emission and transmis-
sion measurements, respectively.
The output of the GCM is then post-processed by
a radiative transfer code to calculate the wavelength-
dependent attenuation of stellar light through the plan-
etary atmosphere. This radiative transfer code is based
on the 1-D model originally presented in Miller-Ricci
et al. (2009), which was later made publicly available
as the Exo-Transmit package (Kempton et al. 2017).
The proprietary version of Exo-Transmit used in this
study (see Miller-Ricci Kempton & Rauscher 2012) fur-
ther accounts for the local temperature, pressure, com-
position, and line-of-sight wind speed within each grid
cell of the 3-D model to compute the gas opacity, rather
than assuming a radially isotropic T-P profile. As input
into the radiative transfer code, the pressure-based ver-
tical grid from the GCM is interpolated onto one that
is spaced equally in altitude, which allows us to more
easily strike straight-line rays through the atmosphere.
Note that this formalism works well for the upper atmo-
sphere (pressures less than 1 mbar) that we are mainly
probing, where refraction should have a negligible im-
pact on hot Jupiter atmospheres (e.g. Be´tre´mieux &
Kaltenegger 2014). We further neglect the effects of
aerosols, which are not included in our current model.
Over the very limited wavelength range of our current
model-to-observation comparison, aerosols should act as
gray absorbers, which would primarily impact the per-
ceived continuum level of the transmission spectra. As
the continuum information is lost in the observational
data reduction process, we conclude that our current
analysis is not sensitive to the presence of aerosols and
we are therefore justified in neglecting their effects. The
radiative transfer equation is then solved for the case of
pure absorption
I(λ) = I0e
−τ(λ) (1)
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where I0 is the incident stellar intensity and τ is the
line-of-sight “slant” optical depth as a function of wave-
length. The latter is calculated according to
τ(λ) =
∫
κ(λ)ds. (2)
In Equation 2, κ is the local gas opacity in a given grid
cell of the 3-D atmosphere, and ds is the line-of-sight
path length traveled through that grid cell. The optical
depth τ is calculated along a total of 2×NALT×NLAT
individual rays, where NALT is the number of vertical
levels, and NLAT is the number of latitude grid cells in
the 3-D model. The factor of two comes from integrating
the light propagating through the planetary atmosphere
on both the eastern and western limbs.
Doppler shifts resulting from winds and rotation need
to be accounted for because these effects are often larger
than both the natural width of individual molecular lines
and the resolution elements of a high resolution spectro-
graph (e.g. CRIRES with R ∼ 100, 000). For this rea-
son, the local opacity in each grid cell is Doppler shifted
according to the line-of-sight gas velocity (vLOS), given
by
vLOS = −(u sin θ + v cos θ sinφ+ (Rp + z)Ω sin θ) (3)
The first part of the equation calculates the line of
sight velocities caused by the winds (u and v being
the east-west and north-south components of the wind
respectively, at latitude φ and longitude θ) while the
second calculates the line of sight velocities caused by
the planet’s rotation (Rp being the planet’s radius at 1
bar, z being an altitude at a given pressure level, and
Ω the planet’s bulk rotation rate). We therefore self-
consistently account for the effects of planetary winds
and rotation on the high-resolution transmission spec-
tra. The Doppler effects of orbital motion, which will
equally impact each grid cell of the 3-D model, are ac-
counted for in the data analysis process, described sep-
arately.
Table 2. HD 189733 Modeled System Parameters
Parameter Value Units
Planet radius, Rp 8.693 × 107 ± 1.72 × 106 m
Gravitational acceleration, g 19.5 m s−2
Orbital rotation rate, ωorb 3.3× 10−5 s−1
Irradiation temperature, Tirr 1700 K
Planet internal heat flux, Tint 100 K
Optical absorption coefficient, κvis 4 ×10−3 cm2 g−1
Infrared absorption coefficient, κIR,0 1 ×10−2 cm2 g−1
Specific gas constant, R 3523 J kg−1 K−1
Ratio of gas constant to heat capacity, R/cp 0.286 ...
Stellar radius, R∗ 5.600 ×108 ±1.11× 107 m
Star effective temperature, Teff,∗ 5780 K
Planet-star distance, d 2.16 ×109 m
Impact parameter, b 0.663 ...
We calculate the transmission spectrum for a wave-
length range of 2285 – 2347 nm and a spectral resolv-
ing power R = 2.5 × 105, which is then convolved to a
lower resolution of R = 1.0× 105 for direct comparison
to data described in Section 4. The dominant feature
within this particular wavelength range (corresponding
to the wavelength range of the CRIRES observations we
will analyze using these models) is the strong, separated
“comb” of CO lines, with H2O and CH4 providing the
next strongest sources of opacity (Miller-Ricci Kempton
& Rauscher 2012). We note that we updated our H2O
opacity line list in this work from the sources listed in
Table 2 of Lupu et al. (2014) to HITEMP (Rothman
et al. 2010), which we found was necessary to generate
a positive cross correlation signal for this molecule.
In our previous studies (Miller-Ricci Kempton &
Rauscher 2012; Rauscher & Kempton 2014), we com-
puted idealized models in which the stellar disk was
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assumed to have uniform intensity. However, in this
work we are comparing our models to observations ob-
tained at various times during transit, and it is therefore
necessary to include the effects of stellar limb darken-
ing. We employ the quadratic limb darkening model
described in Brogi et al. (2016):
I(µ) = 1− u1(1− µ)− u2(1− µ)2 (4)
where µ is the cosine of the angle between the line of
sight and the normal to the stellar surface, and the limb
darkening parameters u1 and u2 for HD 189733 are 0.077
and 0.311 respectively (Claret & Bloemen 2011). Using
Equation 4, we generate a pixelated model “star” where
each pixel has an intensity between 0 and 1. To generate
transmission spectra from the GCM output, we deter-
mine which stellar pixel illuminates each grid cell of the
planetary atmosphere at the orbital phase of a given
observation. The incoming stellar intensity is then mul-
tiplied by the appropriate limb-darkened scaling factor,
such that I0 = I(µ).
For each of the rotation models, at each point in the
observed transit, we then calculate the observed flux by
first subtracting the flux blocked by the planet and the
atmosphere from the total stellar flux then adding back
in the flux that passes through the atmosphere. The to-
tal integrated flux through the atmosphere is the sum of
the intensities of each line-of-sight ray, multiplied by the
2-D projected solid angle of its associated atmospheric
grid cell.
We have modeled our transmission spectra at 39 dif-
ferent consecutive times in transit that correspond to
the observations described in Section 4 and explored the
different effects the planet’s winds and rotation have on
the spectra by turning on and off different physical as-
pects, creating wind-only, rotation-only, and combined-
effects models. Additionally, we have modeled these
spectra under two different chemical regimes. The first
is a constant volume mixing ratio regime (VMR), in
which molecular hydrogen, water, and carbon monoxide
have constant abundances throughout the atmosphere
at 99.8%, 0.1%, and 0.1%, respectively. These values
were selected to match the best fit values from the pre-
vious analysis of these data in Brogi et al. (2016), and
such fixed VMRs could be physically representative of a
planet with quenched chemical abundances, in which at-
mospheric dynamics distribute molecular species faster
than chemical reaction rates can return the gas mixture
to thermochemical equilibrium (e.g. Moses et al. 2011;
Venot et al. 2012, 2015; Drummond et al. 2018). The
second case considered is that of local chemical equilib-
rium (LCE), which is a reasonable first-order approxi-
mation for hot planets such as HD 189733b.
3. MODEL RESULTS
3.1. GCM Results
The twelve models of HD 189733b we simulated, with
the range of rotation rates shown in Table 1, reproduce
the circulation patterns we have come to expect from
previous work. The model of HD 189733b with syn-
chronous rotation shows the standard hot Jupiter circu-
lation pattern (Showman & Polvani 2011; Perez-Becker
& Showman 2013; Komacek & Showman 2016): the de-
velopment of an eastward jet along the equator, which
extends throughout most of the atmosphere. High in
the atmosphere, for pressures less than ∼0.1 mbar, the
eastward equatorial flow is accompanied by a significant
direct substellar-to-antistellar flow. The top panel of
Figure 1 shows a map of the temperature and flow pat-
tern in this regime, which is the pressure range preferen-
tially probed by transmission spectroscopy. The bottom
panel of Figure 1 shows the temperature and wind pat-
tern near the planet’s infrared photosphere, where the
equatorial jet is able to advect the hottest region of the
planet eastward of the substellar point before it can cool
efficiently. This is the atmospheric structure that influ-
ences observations of the planet in emission. The upper
atmosphere and infrared photosphere maps for all mod-
els can be found in Appendix A.
When we compare the synchronous case to models
with faster and slower rotation rates, we also find the
trends that we expect. The faster the rotation, the
stronger the role of the Coriolis force in constraining
the wind patterns, and so we see thinner jets and more
of them, while in the more slowly rotating models (up
through the Prot = 4.69 days model), the equatorial jet
becomes wider in latitudinal extent. High in the atmo-
sphere there is a more complex interaction between the
jet pattern and the day-to-night flow, but the same gen-
eral trends hold true. As the jets get narrower the wind
speed of the jets also decreases (see Table 1). This can
simply be understood as horizontal shear limiting the
latitudinal gradient in wind speed; for the same wind
speed, the thinner jets would produce much stronger
horizontal shear than the wider ones. These trends
match those originally seen in the non-synchronous hot
Jupiter models of Showman et al. (2009) and Kataria
et al. (2013). An exception to this gentle trend in jet
width and speed is seen for the two most slowly rotat-
ing models, where the circulation pattern is disrupted
and becomes dominated by westward flow near the IR
photosphere. This change in circulation regime for very
slow rotators was originally discovered by Rauscher &
Kempton (2014) and has been dynamically analyzed by
Penn & Vallis (2017). Figure 2 shows average profiles of
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Figure 1. Cylindrical projections of the temperature and
wind fields (shown here as the stream function), from two
different vertical levels in the planet’s atmosphere, for the
synchronous rotation case. The substellar point (zero lati-
tude, zero longitude) is at the center of each plot. The thick-
ness of the vectors is a function of wind speed. Top: the 0.1
mbar level, within the pressure range probed by transmis-
sion spectroscopy. The flow has two components: one that is
from day to night, across the terminator, and one that is an
eastward jet along the equator. The maximum wind speed
at this level is 5.1 km/s. Bottom: the 130 mbar level, near
the planet’s infrared photosphere, showing the atmospheric
structure influencing the planet’s emission. One can clearly
see the standard eastward, equatorial jet, which advects the
hottest region of the atmosphere to be east of the substellar
point. The maximum wind speed at this level is 4.3 km/s.
Plots of the infrared photosphere and 0.1 mbar pressure level
for all twelve models can be found in Appendix A.
the planet’s east-west winds throughout the atmosphere,
for the slowest, synchronous, and fastest rotation mod-
els; these plots for all twelve models can be found in
Appendix B.
The disrupted circulation pattern of the two most
slowly rotating models has an immediate observable im-
plication: the westward flow forces the hottest region of
the atmosphere to be at—or even westward—of the sub-
stellar point. In Figure 3 we show simulated flux curves
of planet emission as a function of orbital phase, and the
slowest rotating models are notably different in when the
peak flux occurs. The planet HD 189733b has been ob-
served in thermal emission, at multiple wavelengths, and
those data all show a peak in flux that occurs before sec-
ondary eclipse (Knutson et al. 2012), which corresponds
to an orbital phase of 0.5 and is when the substellar point
on the planet is facing directly toward the observer. For
all of our models with rotation faster than Prot = 7.45
days, the hot spot is shifted to the east of the sub-stellar
point, resulting in phase curves that agree with obser-
vations, but the two most slowly rotating models are
inconsistent with the data. Although phase curves are
useful in ruling out these slower cases, the shapes of the
remaining phase curves are subject to degeneracies (e.g.,
Showman et al. 2009), making it difficult to constrain
the rotation rate. Thus, high resolution spectroscopy
that can detect the Doppler signatures of winds and ro-
tation is a more direct means of determining the rotation
rate of a planet.
While the bulk rotation of the planet will induce a
broadening of transmission line profiles, the atmospheric
dynamics will also contribute to the width and shift of
lines, depending on the particular pattern of winds in
the region of the atmosphere probed by these observa-
tions. The absorption lines we measure in this wave-
length range should originate from pressures between
roughly 0.01-1 mbar (Miller-Ricci Kempton & Rauscher
2012). At these pressure levels the flow is a combination
of a day-to-night component and the eastward equato-
rial jet, for the synchronously rotating model (see Fig-
ure 1). The upper atmosphere flow patterns for all mod-
els, shown in Appendix A, demonstrate that the par-
ticular details of the wind structure are strongly influ-
enced by the planet’s rotation rate. As Table 1 reports,
the wind speeds can exceed the planet’s bulk rotational
speed, meaning that the complex velocity pattern due
to the atmospheric circulation plays an integral role in
shaping the observed spectra.
Figure 4 helps to visualize the relative contributions of
the wind and rotational velocity structures to the line-
of-sight Doppler shifts probed in transmission. We show
the local line-of-sight velocities, for a cross-section of the
atmosphere through the planet’s terminator, with the
planet oriented as during transit (and with the radial
scale of the upper atmosphere enlarged to show spatial
detail). The path that a light ray takes in transmission
through the planet’s atmosphere crosses multiple longi-
tude and altitude locations, so the full three-dimensional
calculation is needed to fully capture the Doppler shifts
in detail, but the terminator cross-section is a good first
approximation. In particular, this shows that the high-
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Figure 2. The longitudinally averaged east-west winds, in the rotating frame of the planet (which differs between models),
as a function of latitude and pressure throughout the atmosphere. Shown are the most slowly rotating of our models (left),
the synchronously rotating case (middle), and the most quickly rotating model (right). The solid black line divides eastward
(positive) from westward (negative) average wind speeds. In a more quickly rotating atmosphere there are multiple, thinner,
eastward jets, in the synchronous case we find the standard hot Jupiter eastward equatorial jet, and in the slowest case the
circulation pattern changes such that there is a significant westward component to the circulation. Plots for all twelve models
can be found in Appendix B.
Figure 3. Phase curves for all twelve GCM models, showing
the predicted total infrared emission from the planet. Ob-
served phase curves of HD 189733b exhibit a shift in peak
to slightly before 0.5 (dashed black line). Thus, we can rule
out the models with rotation periods longer than 4.69 days,
where we observe a shift the opposite direction.
altitude wind pattern in the synchronous model has
equatorial eastward flow at similar speeds to the day-
to-night flow over the poles; the former component is
roughly doubled by the contribution of the rotational
velocities, while the flow near the poles is minimally af-
fected.
In Appendix C we show the line-of-sight velocity cross-
sections for all twelve models, with the combined wind
and rotational components. As indicated by Table 1,
we see from these patterns that the rotational veloc-
ities should dominate the Doppler signal in the most
quickly rotating models, while the wind pattern is the
main contributor for the more slowly rotating models.
While the prevalent equatorial eastward jet contributes
to Doppler broadening in an additive way with the ro-
tational field, these plots show that the substellar-to-
antistellar flow component should preferentially induce
a blueshifted signal, especially for latitudes nearer to
the poles. We may also expect that the spatial struc-
ture of the line-of-sight velocities may lead to anomalous
Doppler shifts when the planet is at or near the edge of
the limb-darkened star, as some parts of the atmosphere
will be preferentially illuminated.
3.2. Transmission Spectrum Results
Prior to comparing our models directly to the ob-
served data, we first perform “model-on-model” cross
correlations of our model spectra against a narrow rest-
frame template (no Doppler shifts applied from winds
or rotation) to separately assess the effects of winds and
rotation on each of our calculated spectra. The rest-
frame template used for this entire analysis is a model
produced at the center of transit (impact parameter of
8 Flowers et al.
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Figure 4. Cross-section along the planet’s terminator showing the line-of-sight velocities toward an observer during transit for
the synchronously rotating model. Left: the full velocity field, from the combined effects of winds and rotation. Right: the
line-of-sight velocity field due only the winds in the planet’s atmosphere. For this model the eastward equatorial jet and the
day-to-night flow over the poles have comparable speeds; the equatorial component is further enhanced by the rotation of the
planet. Only the outermost layers of the atmosphere (those that are probed by transmission spectroscopy) are shown. Note:
the radial extent of the atmosphere is not to scale. Velocity maps for all 12 of the models can be found in Appendix C.
zero). Later, when comparing the models to data in Sec-
tion 5, we will use the full 3-D consistent model spec-
tra as the cross correlation templates. We perform the
model-on-model analysis for five points in HD 189733b’s
observed orbit (early ingress, mid ingress, central tran-
sit, mid egress, and late egress), as shown in Figure 5
for the tidally-synchronous case. The ingress and egress
spectra differ from the center-transit spectra in that only
a portion of the planet is in front of the host star, which
can substantially bias the cross correlation signal rela-
tive to what would be expected during transit “totality”,
when the planet is fully in front of its star. For exam-
ple, during ingress the rotationally receding limb of the
planet occults the star, which brings about an excess
red-shift in the net cross correlation velocity.
The cross correlation process has greatest sensitivity
to the strongest absorption features, which are optically
thick at pressures . 1 mbar. As a result, the transmis-
sion spectrum primarily probes the velocity field in the
upper atmosphere, which is dominated by day-to-night
winds. This is apparent in the cross correlation func-
tions, which tend to be strongly peaked at blue-shifted
velocities for each of the center-of-transit models (Fig-
ure 13). Separately analyzing the contributions due to
winds and the planet’s rotation, we find net blue-shifts
due to winds in each of the models at the ∼ 1− 2 km/s
level, regardless of rotation rate. The equatorial jet also
contributes to the Doppler shift signature of the winds.
This provides a broadening component to the shape of
the cross correlation function (CCF) resulting from the
approaching and receding components of the jet across
opposing limbs. The planet’s rotation provides an addi-
tional broadening component to the CCF for cases where
the rotational velocities are larger than the wind veloc-
ity dispersion. This occurs for all of the models with
Prot > 2.6 days. For the slowest rotating models, the
velocity dispersion from winds exceeds that of the ro-
tational motion, and the width of the CCFs is set by
the winds alone. A key implication is that signatures
of planetary rotation are not expected to be identifi-
able from cross correlation analysis alone if the planet
is rotating sub-synchronously, because of the dominant
effects of atmospheric winds.
One might expect the effects of rotational broadening
to be symmetric about a velocity shift of zero, but from
Figure 13, we see that the faster rotating models produce
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CCFs that are both broader, but also more asymmetric
toward blue-shifted velocities. This comes about for two
reasons. First, the blue-shifted limb of the planet is also
the hotter one (because the hot-spot leads ahead of the
sub-stellar point), which causes the approaching limb
to also be more inflated. In contrast, the red-shifted
limb is cooler and less inflated, and therefore occults a
geometrically smaller portion of the host star. Secondly,
the cooler red-shifted limb also has a lower abundance of
CO (and a correspondingly greater abundance of CH4),
which leads to a weaker cross correlation signal coming
from that side of the planet.
We note that these cross-correlation functions ob-
tained from noiseless model spectra cannot be compared
directly to CCFs obtained by cross correlating against
observed data. The analysis that we apply to observa-
tions also produces distortions in the planet spectrum,
which could potentially mimic signatures of atmospheric
circulation or be partially confused with them. Conse-
quently, in the next Section we explain how we process
real observations to correct for these effects of our data
analysis technique.
4. OBSERVATIONS
The data utilized in this study are described in detail
in Brogi et al. (2016). They consists of a sequence of
45 high-resolution, near-infrared spectra observed at the
CRIRES spectrograph (Kaeufl et al. 2004) on July 30,
2012, as part of DDT program 289.C-5030. The spectro-
graph, now decommissioned, was mounted at the ESO
Very Large Telescope UT1 in Chile and operated at a
resolution of R ∼ 100, 000 with a 0′′.2-wide slit, cover-
ing the range 2287.5 – 2345.4 nm in the configuration
adopted here.
The observations were carried out by nodding along
the slit via an ABBA pattern for accurate subtraction
of thermal background and emission lines in the Earth’s
atmosphere. With an exposure time of 60s per nod-
ding position, we obtained 90 spectra, or 45 couples of
AB or BA pairs. These are combined through the stan-
dard CRIRES pipeline and the corresponding 45 one-
dimensional spectra extracted. We obtain an average
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 225 per pixel (1 pixel cor-
responds to approximately 1.5 km s−1 in velocity space)
in spectral regions free from absorption lines.
The subsequent calibration of the data is described in
Brogi et al. (2016) and consists in realigning all the spec-
tra to a common wavelength scale, which is chosen to be
that of the absorption lines in the Earth’s atmosphere
(telluric absorption). In this way, telluric lines always
fall on the same spectral channel, and they also provide
an accurate wavelength calibration for our spectra, with
typical precision of 50-75 m/s per line.
We depart from Brogi et al. (2016) for the correction
of the stellar spectrum. Stellar CO lines are distorted
by the transit of the planet producing the well-known
Rossiter-McLaughlin (R-M) effect. Although the effect
on the centroid of stellar lines is on the order of tens
of m/s, once the average line profile is removed by our
analysis the actual radial-velocity change in the resid-
ual stellar component spans ±v sin(i?) during transit,
which is ±3.3 km s−1 in the case of HD 189733. The
amplitude of these residuals is 0.5-1.0 percent, which is
sufficient to outshine the atmospheric signature of HD
189733b. We therefore proceed to model the R-M effect
as in Brogi et al. (2016), but using as input a spatially-
resolved, 3-D stellar model matching the properties of
the star (5000 K, log(g) = 4.5, [Fe]/[H] = −0.03). This
was produced using the state-of-the-art realistic three-
dimensional radiative hydrodynamical (RHD) simula-
tions of stellar convection carried out with the Stagger-
code (Nordlund et al. 2009). The RHD simulations grid
cover a large part of the HR diagram, including the evo-
lutionary phases from the main sequence over the turnoff
up to the red-giant branch for low-mass stars (Magic
et al. 2013). The simulation used in this work has been
employed to compute synthetic spectra in the same spec-
tral range as the observations with the multidimensional
pure-LTE radiative transfer code Optim3D (Chiavassa
et al. 2009; Chiavassa et al. 2018). The code takes into
account the Doppler shifts occurring due to convective
motions and solves monochromatically for the emerg-
ing intensity, including extensive atomic and molecular
continuum and line opacity data from UV to far-IR.
At the resolution of CRIRES, it is possible to isolate
a set of stellar CO lines far from telluric absorption and
visually verify that the chosen stellar parameters are
appropriate, i.e., the modeled spectral lines have the
correct depth and shape. Using a model for the stel-
lar spectrum is a major improvement from our previous
study, which instead relied on parameterizing an average
stellar line profile through micro- and macro-turbulence,
and was inadequate to reproduce the complicated veloc-
ity fields in the convective envelope of the star.
We could not properly correct the spectra falling on
detector 3 of CRIRES with the above analysis. Given
the high density of both stellar and telluric lines in that
spectral region, it is likely that our algorithm to recon-
struct the instrument profile through Singular Value De-
composition fails, leading to an imperfect correction of
stellar lines. Since detector 4 is also excluded due to a
well documented problem with the differential gain of
odd and even columns, we are left with only half of the
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Figure 5. Cross-correlation of LCE models with stationary case for, from left to right, early ingress (a), mid ingress (b), center
transit (c), mid egress (d), and late egress (e) in the tidally synchronous model at the spectral resolution of CRIRES. The shape
of the CCFs clearly changes depending on the point in transit, as different regions of the atmosphere are back-illuminated by the
star. This is also apparent when looking at the CCFs for different rotation cases, as different models have different atmospheric
architectures (see Appendix D for the center transit CCFs for each of the twelve models).
spectral range of CRIRES for this study (detectors 1
and 2, spanning 2287.5-2316.0 nm).
After dividing out the model stellar spectrum, tel-
luric lines were removed and the residual spectra cross-
correlated as in Brogi et al. (2016) to combine the sig-
nal of all the individual absorption lines in the planet
transmission spectrum into one cross-correlation func-
tion (CCF).
5. DATA CROSS CORRELATION
Before comparing the GCM models to these data, we
repeat the analysis of Brogi et al. (2016). This is neces-
sary to verify consistency, since our procedure to correct
for the stellar spectrum has changed. The only other
difference with the previous analysis is that we increase
the resolution in the semi-amplitude of the planet’s or-
bital radial velocity (KP), and we use a new set of val-
ues for the planet rotational equatorial velocity (Veq)
consistent with the input parameters for this work (Ta-
ble 1, right column). In this analysis, the data are al-
ways cross-correlated with a narrow template for the
planet transmission spectrum, which is a model not in-
cluding the velocity field due to winds and rotation (this
is the center-transit model already described in Section
3.2 and utilized to obtain the theoretical CCF of our
models). Since the cross-correlation operator is similar
to a convolution (i.e., it broadens the planet line pro-
file), this choice ensures that we apply a consistent level
of broadening throughout the analysis. In order to eval-
uate the goodness of fit of models with varying circula-
tion patterns, we need to estimate how the true planet
line profile is broadened by cross correlation and possi-
bly altered by our data analysis. Following Brogi et al.
(2016), we inject each model in the data immediately
after wavelength calibration and pass the injected sig-
nals through the pipeline. To ensure that the injection
does not sensibly alter the analysis, models are scaled
down to line contrast ratios of at most 10−4 compared
to the stellar continuum. The CCF of the injected sig-
nal (CCFinj) will contain the model, the real signal, and
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noise. The CCF of unaltered data (CCFreal) will instead
only contain real signal and noise. Since the noise re-
mains constant due to the very small injection, we can
apply the linearity of the cross-correlation operator and
obtain the CCF of the injected model via
CCFmod = CCFinj − CCFreal, (5)
CCFmod incorporates the same broadening and distor-
tions of the real signal. It can thus be compared to
the CCF of the real signal through chi-square analysis.
As outlined in detail in Brogi et al. (2016), we assign
a significance to each model based on how much more
favorable its CCF is compared to a straight line. The
latter indicates zero signal by definition, which occurs
when the sample of cross-correlation values is consistent
with a Gaussian distribution.
Figure 6 shows the confidence intervals for KP, Veq,
and for the planet rest-frame velocity (Vrest). Despite us-
ing only 2/3 of the data of Brogi et al. (2016), we obtain
a stronger detection of the combined absorption of CO
and H2O at a significance of 8.6σ. This indicates that by
improving the correction of the stellar spectrum we are
also preserving a larger fraction of the planet signal, es-
pecially the CO spectrum. Qualitatively we confirm that
our measurements are compatible with synchronous ro-
tation, but the stronger detection and better cleaning of
stellar residuals allow us to improve the confidence inter-
vals in all three parameters. We measure Veq = 3.4
+1.0
−1.5
km s−1 (previously Veq = 3.4+1.3−2.1 km s
−1), and rota-
tion is now favored over models without rotation at 2σ
(previously 1.5σ). Rotational periods shorter than 1.2
days are now excluded at > 3σ. The signal peaks at
a planet rest-frame velocity of Vrest = −1.4+0.8−0.9 km s−1
(previously −1.7+1.1−1.2 km s−1), which corresponds to a
global blue shift in the planet cross-correlation func-
tion detected at 1.9σ. This is expected in the pres-
ence of day-to-night side winds since these are not in-
cluded in the rigid-rotation model. Finally, we measure
a planet radial velocity semi-amplitude of KP = 131
+22
−14
km s−1, compared to the previous value of KP = 194+19−41
km s−1, and still consistent with the literature value of
KP = 152.3
+1.3
−1.8 km s
−1 computed in Brogi et al. (2016).
We now proceed to compare the models computed in
this paper with the data (see Figure 7). We obtain
a detection at a 8.2-σ confidence level for the models
in LCE (top panels), whereas the models with VMR
of 10−3 for CO and H2O deliver a lower detection at
7.4σ (lower panels). The middle and right panels clearly
show that the planet signal retrieved with the full GCM
models now peaks at zero rest-frame velocity. This is a
strong indication that our 3D models correctly predict
the global atmospheric circulation at the terminator, in
particular the flow at relatively high altitude that pro-
duces a net blue shift. In contrast, from the left and
middle panels, we note that the rotational rate of the
planet becomes poorly constrained, except perhaps for
very fast rotations.
Lastly, in Figure 8 we show the results from the same
GCM models when the atmospheric circulation is turned
off. These models hence only contain the effects of ro-
tation. With these models we would expect the same
qualitative results as for the repeated analysis of Brogi
et al. (2016), except that the planet is not a rigid body
anymore. Not only is the significance of the detection
enhanced with this last set of models (8.7σ and 8.3σ for
LCE and VMR, respectively), but we also recover the
sensitivity to the synchronous rotational period and ex-
clude both fast and slow rotations. Having suppressed
winds in the planet’s atmosphere, the signal is again re-
trieved blue-shifted, as expected when the global high-
altitude winds are not modeled.
6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
We have shown that models using fully integrated
physics and computed from first principles deliver cross
correlation signals as significant as those obtained with
simple parametrized models, optimized through a chi-
square grid search. This key result suggests that the
main assumptions of these GCM models are sound, and
that the global atmospheric flow is correctly reproduced.
In particular for HD 189733b, we confirm the detec-
tion of an overall blue shift of the planet’s transmission
spectrum by −1.4+0.8−0.9 km s−1. More importantly, since
the planet signal is retrieved at zero rest-frame veloc-
ity when cross correlating with our GCM models, we
are finally able to directly link this shift to the pres-
ence of high-altitude winds flowing from the day to the
night side of the planet, confirming one of the main the-
oretical predictions about the main atmospheric flow in
irradiated giant exoplanets.
Furthermore, the onset of strong equatorial super-
rotation significantly broadens the planet line profile
even for very slow rotation (low equatorial velocity Vrot).
Consequently, it is challenging to constrain these slow
rotational regimes, at least at the current spectral reso-
lution and signal-to-noise ratio of the observations. This
demonstrates the utility, effectiveness, and need for the
use of model predictions in analyzing high-resolution
transmission spectra of hot Jupiters. Models neglect-
ing the interplay between atmospheric winds and the
planet’s rotation – for instance by independently retriev-
ing rotational period and equatorial velocity – would
measure much tighter but incorrect constraints on the
planet’s rotational rate, because they would not account
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Figure 6. Analysis of Brogi et al. (2016) repeated with our new three-dimensional radiative hydrodynamical simulation of
stellar convection for the parent star and a new algorithm for removing stellar lines. As explained in Section 5, we obtain a more
significant detection and tighter confidence intervals. The three panels show two-dimensional significance maps of the explored
planet parameters: orbital radial-velocity semi-amplitude (KP), equatorial rotational velocity (Vrot), and rest-frame velocity
(Vrest). The latter should be zero if all the velocity components have been accounted for. We measure instead a significant
residual blue shift, discussed in Section 5. The green star denotes the literature value of the RV semi-amplitude (with error bars
negligible compared to the scale of the plots) an assume a tidally locked planet with no excess rest-frame motion due to winds
or other effects.
Figure 7. Significance maps analogous to Figure 6, but now obtained with the full GCM models described in this paper. The
top panels are obtained with water and CO abundances in local chemical equilibrium (LCE), whereas in the bottom panels the
volume mixing ratios are forced to be 10−3, i.e. the best fitting value of Brogi et al. (2016). The blanked-out region (left of the
dashed vertical line) is excluded because our GCM models fail to reproduce the observed phase offset of the thermal emission
peak for such slow rotations.
for the fact that these two parameters are physically cor-
related. The slowest rotational rates can, however, be
constrained by adding the information from photomet-
ric phase curves. We showed that the thermal emis-
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Figure 8. Significance maps analogous to Figure 7, but including only the effects of rotation and neglecting additional
circulation patterns. Confidence intervals are qualitatively similar to those obtained with the rigid-rotation model (shown in
Figure 6) including the ability of excluding slow and fast rotational periods and the residual measured blue-shift.
sion peak in models with the longest orbital periods oc-
curs after secondary eclipse, which is inconsistent with
a pre-secondary eclipse peaks observed for not only HD
189733b, but a significant fraction of the hot Jupiters.
Conversely, we confirm the ability to constrain fast
rotational rates, which again dominate the broadening
of the planet line profile regardless of the additional
equatorial flow. This means that in the future it will
be possible to expand these observations to systems
of different age and orbital separations, and test un-
der which regime(s) synchronous rotation breaks down.
Non-tidally-locked giant planets, if they rotate as fast
as the solar system giants, will be easily discriminated
with equatorial velocities in excess of 10 km s−1. These
measurements will be key to constrain how interiors of
giant planets react to tides, which is still poorly known
for solar system planets.
Our analysis is currently limited to two possible
chemical regimes, namely Local Chemical Equilibrium
(LCE) abundances for solar metallicity or a slight super-
abundance of water and carbon monoxide at VMR =
10−3. We see some indication that LCE models match
the data more closely, with an increase in detection sig-
nificance of 0.8σ. However, we are not yet at a stage
where we can explore the opacity effects of different
molecular species and abundances, nor did we attempt
to adjust tunable parameters in the GCM simulation,
such as the numerical dissipation necessary to capture
sub-grid sources of physical dissipation. Thrastarson &
Cho (2011) discuss some of the nuances and uncertain-
ties associated with numerical dissipation. Since the
radiative timescales vary by orders of magnitude within
the atmosphere, it is possible that the lowest pressure
(highest altitude) regions are under-damped in compar-
ison to the rest of the atmosphere. Exploring large grids
of the above parameters is still prohibitive due to the
fact that these GCMs are computationally intensive.
In addition to physically-based models for planet at-
mospheric circulation, in this work we have also utilized
physically based, three-dimensional models of the stellar
spectrum. These can correctly reproduce variations in
the stellar convective blue-shift and optical path along
the disk, allowing us to model in unprecedented detail
center-to-limb variations and the Rossiter-McLaughlin
effect caused by the planet during transit. Correcting
our spectra with such models has led to an increase of
1σ in the significance of the detected planet signal, even
though we only utilized 2/3 of the data of Brogi et al.
(2016). This highlights the importance of accurate and
precise stellar models at high spectral resolution to max-
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imize on the scientific return of high resolution observa-
tions of the exoplanets that orbit these stars. To that
end, synergistic work between the stellar and exoplane-
tary communities is warranted.
In conclusion, we have shown that high resolution
spectroscopy uniquely constrains both atmospheric cir-
culation patterns and rotation rates. In addition to the
constraints coming from broad-band photometry and
spectro-photometry, we now have the ability of directly
measuring wind speeds of a few km/s reflected in the
shape of cross-correlation functions. With new and im-
proved high resolution spectrographs coming online in
the near future and more immediate follow-up high-
resolution spectroscopic studies on new survey targets
(such as bright planets discovered with NASA’s Tran-
siting Exoplanet Survey Satellite), it will be possible
to implement analysis techniques such as the ones pre-
sented in this paper to characterize a homogeneous set
of transiting planets around bright stars. With enough
signal-to-noise and time resolution, we could potentially
trace the minute differences in the terminator flow dur-
ing the varying phases of a transit (Miller-Ricci Kemp-
ton & Rauscher 2012). Even for non-transiting planets,
winds and rotation are expected to affect line shapes
in emission spectroscopy (Zhang et al. 2017), and we
aim at testing these predictions in future studies. Ul-
timately, the advanced characterization methods that
are currently only feasible for hot Jupiters will be em-
ployable on smaller and cooler planets, with the goal of
characterizing potentially habitable worlds.
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APPENDIX
In the following sections we include plots showing the results from each of our 12 differently rotating models. Section
A contains maps of atmospheric temperatures and winds, for the 0.1 mbar and infrared photosphere levels, equivalent
to the one shown for the synchronous case in Figure 1. Section B shows the zonal wind patterns for all models,
equivalent to Figure 2 in the main text. We show the line-of-sight velocity cross-sections (as in Figure 4) for all models
in Section C. Finally, Section D contains a single modeled center-of-transit cross-correlation function for each model,
described in Section 3.2 and shown in Figure 5 at several points during transit for the synchronous case.
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A. MAPS OF THE TEMPERATURE AND WIND STRUCTURE IN THE UPPER ATMOSPHERE AND AT
THE INFRARED PHOTOSPHERE
459    584   709    834   959  1084 1209  1334  1459  1584
P = 18.1 days
P = 1.08 daysP = 1.18 daysP = 1.30 days
P = 1.45 daysP = 1.64 daysP = 1.89 days
P = 2.22 daysP = 2.69 daysP = 3.42 days
P = 4.69 daysP = 7.45 days
Figure 9. Global temperature and wind maps of the upper atmosphere (0.1 mbar) for all twelve rotation models. The maps
have been shifted such that the substellar point (during transit for the non-synchronously rotating models) is at the center of
the plot. The tidally synchronous case is outlined in black. At this pressure level and those higher in the atmosphere, the flow
is composed of a direct substellar-to-antistellar component and the equatorial jet. At the fastest rotation rates the day-to-night
flow competes with multiple eastward jets, while at the slowest rotation rates the eastward equatorial jet becomes disrupted
and there is even strong westward flow across the night side.
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Figure 10. Global temperature and wind maps of the IR photosphere (130 mbar) for all twelve rotation models. The maps
have been shifted such that the substellar point (during transit for the non-synchronously rotating models) is at the center of
the plot. The tidally synchronous case is outlined in black. Changing the rotation rate of the planet influences the pattern of
winds, disrupting the standard eastward wind direction in the slowest cases. The day-night and equator-to-pole temperature
gradients also differ between the different rotation models.
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B. ZONAL WIND MAPS
Figure 11. The longitudinally averaged east-west (zonal) wind, as a function of latitude and pressure (the vertical coordinate)
for all twelve rotational models. The tidally synchronous case is outlined in black. Note: color scale for these models is different
than the color scale for the zonal wind maps presented in Figure 2. For the sake of uniformity, they are all on the same scale. The
standard eastward equatorial jet seen in the synchronous rotation case becomes broader and then disrupted at slower rotation
rates. At faster rotation rates it narrows and additional jets form at higher latitudes.
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C. LINE-OF-SIGHT VELOCITY MAPS
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Figure 12. Cross-sections along the planet’s terminator, showing the line-of-sight velocities toward an observer during transit,
for all twelve rotation models including the contributions from both winds and rotation. The pressure levels are all the same
as the ones labeled in the tidally synchronous case. Even the most slowly rotating models have significant red- and blue-shifts
at the terminator, due the presence of strong winds blowing east around the equator. These strong winds contribute to the
broadening of and additional peaks in the cross-correlation functions (shown in Appendix D). Note: the atmosphere is not to
scale with the size of the planet.
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D. CENTER CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Figure 13. Cross correlation functions at center transit for the twelve rotation models. Each model’s rotation-only (yellow),
wind-only (blue), and combined winds and rotation (red) transmission spectra were cross-correlated with the non-moving case
in order to determine the velocity contribution of each process. The black line shows the non-moving case cross-correlated with
itself as a reference point. Notably, winds are able to significantly broaden the line profiles of the most slowly rotating models,
while in all models they contribute toward blue-shifting the net Doppler signature.
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